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Read Book Lord Hallie Matter Really
That Things Consider Women
Catholic 10 Substance Amp Sex
Style
Eventually, you will agreed discover a supplementary experience and achievement
by spending more cash. nevertheless when? accomplish you take that you require to
acquire those every needs gone having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to
acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to
comprehend even more concerning the globe, experience, some places, gone
history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own become old to act out reviewing habit. in the middle of
guides you could enjoy now is Lord Hallie Matter Really That Things Consider
Women Catholic 10 Substance Amp Sex Style below.
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Style, Sex, and Substance
10 Catholic Women Consider the
Things that Really Matter
Our Sunday Visitor Who is to say who the authentic Catholic woman is? And
how do the perils and pitfalls of modern society impact that vision? Here is
a fresh look at life from the perspective of ten Catholic women who live in
the spotlight of the Internet ten bloggers who keep it real every day with
their personal posts relating their triumphs, trials, and temptations for all
to see. In the same way, nothing is oﬀ limits in Style, Sex, & Substance.
Each of these women brings a refreshingly open and humorous perspective
to growing in faith and improving their relationship with Christ. Enjoy real
stories, real struggles, and best of all, real faith and trust that God will
bring out the best in all circumstances whether in the family room, the
bedroom, or at work. Contributors include: --Hallie Lord --Jennifer Fulwiler -Danielle Bean --Rachel Balducci --Simcha Fisher --Anna Mitchell --Barbra
Nicolosi --Rebecca Teti --Elizabeth Duﬀy --Karen Edmisten
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Momnipotent
The Not-So-Perfect Woman's Guide
to Catholic Motherhood
Ascension Press In Momnipotent (the book), Danielle Bean provides muchneeded encouragement to all women. Momnipotent validates the dignity
and importance of motherhood by helping mothers to recognize 8 uniquely
feminine strengths, and how to use those strengths to ﬁnd peace, purpose,
balance, and joy in being the woman God created and called them to be.

God Is Enough
Xulon Press Generation after generation of readers have kept Hannah
Whitall Smith's The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life in continuous print
since its ﬁrst publication in 1875. Many of them, however, never became
well acquainted with similar gems of spiritual devotion that are found not
only in her other published writings but also in the thousands of pages of
unpublished letters and journals in which she recorded her spiritual
journey. In 1982, through the kindness of her great-granddaughter,
Barbara Strachey Halpern, the editors were given free access to the
family's treasure lode of books, memorabilia, and manuscripts at her home
in Oxford, England. The result was God Is Enough. The warm response
generated by its ﬁrst printing in 1986 and supported by the thousands who
welcomed each additional printing thereafter indicates that the practical
spiritual insights of this most widely read spiritual counselor of the
nineteenth century still speak to us today.

Representative American Dramas,
National and Local
Lyon's Gate
Bride Series
Penguin A Sherbrooke novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author. Jason Sherbrooke longs to breed and race his own horses, but it’s a
spirited woman who will claim his heart.
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The Heart's Haven
Bell Bridge Books Jill Barnett's very ﬁrst title, The Heart's Haven, won the
Persie Award for Best First Book. The lawless, gold-hungry town of San
Francisco was no place to raise a family, but Hallie Fredriksen had little
choice after her mother's sudden death. Her father's call to sea took him
away for months at a time, and there was no one but Hallie to raise her
headstrong sister and impish twin brothers. The young Fredriksen clan was
a handful, but the last person Hallie needed involved was Kit Howland, the
arrogant and handsome whaling agent who was her father's good
friend...and her own secret crush. But Kit had been burned by love and
thought himself immune to feelings of the heart, until he was face to face
with the most unlikely beauty, who captured his heart with her spirit and
laughter. He refused to trust his feelings, refused to forget the past and
step into the dangerous territory of love and desire. Then fate made them
an instant family, bound them as husband and wife in wild town full of
danger, where their battle of wills and love was as treacherous as the
stormy sea and...as thrilling as the rush for gold.

Falling Home
Creating a Life That Catches You
When You Fall
Thomas Nelson Beloved speaker and radio host Hallie Lord shows how to
use unexpected hardships and challenges to build a life that will make you
more secure and grounded than ever before. Hallie Lord understands the
upheaval life can bring. From her parents' divorce when she was a preteen
to moving eleven times in ﬁfteen years with her family, the radical changes
she faced relentlessly pushed her toward fear and helplessness. Yet by
digging into her faith and through much self-reﬂection, she realized that
even though those challenges had left her a bit battered and bruised, they
had also equipped her for any diﬃculty that may arise. In Falling Home,
she describes the four interconnected foundations that now give her
strength and security during life's upheavals: committed, supportive
friendships, healthy family relationships, an intimate love aﬀair with God,
and a compassionate sense of self. Inviting readers into her hard-fought
journey, Lord shows them how they, too, can embrace whatever life brings
their way. With lyrical prose and a tender, inviting voice, she shares how
hurts and sacriﬁces are also the groundwork for creating a beautiful life
that can catch them whenever they fall.
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Morningsong
Kregel Publications After her terrifying accident on the shores of Lake
Michigan, Mona Vander Molen is trying to pick up the pieces of her life.
Mona's brain injury has limited her physically and the doctor's uncertain
prognosis isn't helping her feel any better. As she faces the threat of
permanent disability, Mona also struggles to make sense of her
relationship with the kindly carpenter Adam Dean. At the peak of her own
crisis, Hallie appears again, this time seeking Mona's help and refuge for
both herself and her mother. But when their dear friend Harold Rawlings
has a stroke, Mona and Hallie see their hidden fears come to light. Can
Mona resolve her doubts about her relationship, face her uncertain future,
and help her sister-all at the same time? Watch the book trailer in the
Kregel.com video library - www.kregel.com/video

Hallie's Heart
Kregel Publications An eccentric antique dealer and her ﬁfteen-year-old
niece struggle to ﬁnd healing in this Mitford-type novel. Guaranteed
ﬁction!

The Devil in the Saddle
Berkley New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Julia London
brings readers another charming, sexy contemporary western. A devil in
her path... No one cheats on a Prince and gets away with it. And Hallie-Texas socialite, would-be ballerina, and the only daughter of the renowned
Prince family--is ready to give her two-timing ﬁancé a piece of her mind.
But fate plants hot, sexy ranch hand and ex-Army Ranger Rafael Fontana
quite literally in her way. Her childhood friend is all grown up. He's sexy,
he's handsome, and suddenly, after all these years, Hallie is taking notice.
A princess in his heart... Rafe has been in love with Hallie since they were
kids, but he was always the help--and she was glamorous and popular,
seemingly oﬀ-limits to a lowly cowboy. But now he's back at Three Rivers
Ranch to help his family and Hallie is there too--and she needs his support.
Soon long-buried feelings boil to the surface, and the desire between them
is hot and palpable and undeniable. Rafe realizes he wants Hallie--and her
adorable puppy--for keeps... he just has to convince her to give true love
another shot.

Arthur's Illustrated Home Magazine
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Selections from the Major Writings
on Scepticism, Man, & God
Hackett Publishing "Judicious in every respect: selection, translation and
structuring of the texts, footnotes, bibliography, and index. . . . The book
of choice for undergraduate courses." --Edward M. Galligan, University of
North Carolina

Three Plays
Expressing Willie
Bayou Beauty
Penguin Love returns to Louisiana's Butterﬂy Bayou in a new small-town
contemporary romance sure to charm hearts, from New York Times
bestselling author Lexi Blake. Sylvie Martine was prepared to take
Washington D.C. by storm, but she put that dream on hold when her
beloved hometown of Papillon, Louisiana, needed her most. Now Sylvie's
the mayor of the tiny town on the bayou that holds her heart. But for
Sylvie, this can only be a pit stop on the way to bigger and better things.
The last thing she needs is an old love to resurface and threaten her goals.
Rene Darois's whole life has been about serving his family--no matter how
much it hurts. He's used to sacriﬁcing for his large extended family and the
company his grandfather created. But he can't believe the latest demand:
he needs to ﬁnd a wife and quick or he could lose it all. It would be a
horrible situation. But he has just the solution: his high school sweetheart.
Sylvie is everything he wants in a wife--smart, funny, and caring--and he
planned to woo her anyway. Now he just has to convince Sylvie that their
love is worth it all, or he and the bayou will lose her forever.

Arthur's Home Magazine
Catherine Coulter The Sherbrooke
Series Novels 6-10
Penguin This collection contains ﬁve novels in #1 New York Times
bestselling author Catherine Coulter's page-turning Sherbrooke series. THE
SCOTTISH BRIDE A Vicar, widower, and father, Tysen Sherbrooke is
unprepared for the courageous spitﬁre who comes into his life when he
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becomes a Scottish baron. PENDRAGON Newly married to the earl of
Lancaster, Meggie Sherbrooke ﬁnds her new home in Pendragon, a castle
on the southeastern coast of Ireland—but the ancient dwelling isn't quite
what it seems. THE SHERBROOKE TWINS James Sherbrooke ﬁnds himself
caught up in a storm of passion and mystery with a woman he's known his
whole life. LYON'S GATE Jason Sherbrooke longs to breed and race his own
horses, but it’s a spirited woman who will claim his heart. WIZARD'S
DAUGHTER Ryder Sherbrooke helps a woman unravel the secrets of her
heart—and a centuries-old mystery.

Hallie
iUniverse Called "Little Fera" by a Cherokee woman who was a major part
of Hallie's life, this is the story of a young child in the early 1900s who
grew up learning secrets of the forest and Cherokee medicines. Follow
Hallie's adventures as she becomes an adult and learns that secrets-and
magic-can sometimes set you free.

21 Days of Christmas
Stories that Celebrate God's Gift
BroadStreet Publishing Group LLC Christmas is more than just a holiday. It
is a time to recapture the joy and wonder of God’s greatest gift: His Son,
Jesus. 21 Days of Christmas will warm your heart with stories about giving,
loving, and family. These engaging tales celebrate the hope and joy that
make this blessed season unique. At the end of each story you’ll ﬁnd an
insightful message that will help you discover anew the true meaning of
this special time of year. So grab a cup of hot apple cider with a cinnamon
stick, curl up in your favorite chair beside a picture window overlooking a
serene spot, and savor the true meaning of Christmas through these
inspirational and encouraging stories.

Sudden Rain
Simon and Schuster In 1972, in the suburbs around L.A., traditional
housewives in their 30s and 40s are starting to ask whether they are
satisﬁed by their everyday lives; meanwhile, a young woman in her early
20s feels paralyzed by her options. The story centers around ﬁve middleclass L.A. couples of three diﬀerent generations and the ways in which
their relationships and home lives are aﬀected by the trends (speciﬁcally
the rise in divorce and feminism) of the time. Maritta Wolﬀ's moving,
compelling novel takes place in one stormy L.A. weekend, as a literal fog of
unrest blows into town, and alters these marriages forever.
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The Picture of Dorian Gray
Xist Publishing The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde from Coterie
Classics All Coterie Classics have been formatted for ereaders and devices
and include a bonus link to the free audio book. “Those who ﬁnd ugly
meanings in beautiful things are corrupt without being charming. This is a
fault. Those who ﬁnd beautiful meanings in beautiful things are the
cultivated. For these there is hope. They are the elect to whom beautiful
things mean only Beauty. There is no such thing as a moral or an immoral
book. Books are well written, or badly written. That is all.” ― Oscar Wilde,
The Picture of Dorian Gray A man sells his soul for eternal youth and
scandalizes the city in Oscar Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Gray.

The Furious Improvisation
How the WPA and a Cast of
Thousands Made High Art Out of
Desperate Times
Bloomsbury Publishing USA A history of the WPA's Federal Theater Project
in the 1930s traces the transformation of the Roosevelt administration
relief eﬀort into a platform for some of performing art's most inventive and
controversial achievements.

Hawk's Woman
Topaz John Walking Hawk, a half-Lakota man pursuing the marauders who
killed his family, lies wounded in a convent in the Colorado territory, where
he is found by a young nun who soon faces the decision of her life.
Original.

On the Other Side of Fear
How I Found Peace
Our Sunday Visitor What happened to that girl? What happened to the girl
who was not afraid to climb to the top of the waterfall and jump. Who
backpacked across Europe? Who took on any “feat of bravery” without
batting an eyelash? You wouldn’t recognize her – she’s become that woman
paralyzed by fear, scared to death to trust God, and trying to manage her
family’s hectic life, ﬁnancial crises (yes, plural), and family issues on her
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own steam. Asking always, “Does God truly love me?” Relatable, touching,
and yet hopeful On the Other Side of Fear is the beautiful story of how one
young woman learned to live in God’s will, without fear.

Love Changes Everything
The Wild Rose Press Inc Hallie Cavanagh's interview for a much-needed
position at ARK Enterprises goes belly-up when she forgets who is boss.
CEO Aaron Knight is not only ruthless and arrogant but the sizzle between
them knocks her right oﬀ her feet. Aaron answers to no one. When he
meets Hallie, he's impressed by her cool conﬁdence and ideals but stunned
by his out-of-control attraction to her. He doesn't want a woman in his life.
Why would he? He doesn't believe in love. Hallie knows what she wants,
but business deals, Aaron's secrecy, and his disbelief in love can wreck her
plans before she even gets to stage one.

Animal Dreams
A Novel
Harper Collins “An emotional masterpiece . . . A novel in which humor,
passion, and superb prose conspire to seize a reader by the heart and by
the soul.” —New York Daily News From Barbara Kingsolver, the acclaimed
author of Flight Behavior, The Lacuna, The Bean Trees, and other modern
classics, Animal Dreams is a passionate and complex novel about love,
forgiveness, and one woman’s struggle to ﬁnd her place in the world
"Animals dream about the things they do in the daytime just like people
do. If you want sweet dreams, you've got to live a sweet life." So says Loyd
Peregrina, a handsome Apache trainman and latter-day philosopher. But
when Codi Noline returns to her hometown, Loyd's advice is painfully out of
her reach. Dreamless and at the end of her rope, Codi comes back to Grace,
Arizona, to confront her past and face her ailing, distant father. What she
ﬁnds is a town threatened by a silent environmental catastrophe, some
startling clues to her own identity, and a man whose view of the world
could change the course of her life. Blending ﬂashbacks, dreams, and
Native American legends, Animal Dreams is a suspenseful love story and a
moving exploration of life's largest commitments. This edition includes a
P.S. section with additional insights from Barbara Kingsolver, background
material, suggestions for further reading, and more.

Spyhole Secrets
Open Road Media After her father dies, a lonely eleven-year-old ﬁnds a
solution to her grief when she discovers a secret window into another life
Hallie Meredith is furious with God. First, her adored father died in a car
accident. As if that weren’t horrible enough, Hallie had to move away,
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leaving school and all her friends behind. Now she and her mother live in a
cramped apartment in a stuﬀy old mansion. The only bright spot is the
crack in a boarded-up window in the attic that gives Hallie an unobstructed
view of the apartment in the building next door. Hallie knows she shouldn’t
be up there—the attic is forbidden territory. And she shouldn’t be spying
on the beautiful teenage girl with the long blond hair who seems so tragic
(and whom Hallie christens “Rapunzel”). And there’s Rapunzel’s kid
brother and their father, who seems unnaturally strict. Morphing into an
amateur spy, Hallie is determined to solve the mysteries of this other
family. But is the truth about the people next door diﬀerent from how it
appears? This ebook features an extended biography of Zilpha Keatley
Snyder.

My Journey to Become a Hospital
Chaplain
Lulu.com By oﬀering a listening and empathetic presence, the chaplain
acknowledges that every patient is unique and precious. When someone
hits a crisis in life, hospitalization, illness, and even death of a loved one,
than it's the chaplain's task to companion the patient, and "leadeth (them)
beside the still waters" towards hope and healing. As a chaplain who
provides spiritual support in the hospital environment to patients, family
members, and hospital staﬀ, the author gained many experiences, which
he describes as "bordering on the sacred." The journey to become a
chaplain has been truly transformative, he writes, and "opened my heart to
others, brought me closer to our Heavenly Parent, and according to my
wife, made me a more sensitive listener and a better husband. Basically I
would say that the journey to become a chaplain has made me a better
human being."

The Zilpha Keatley Snyder Treasury
Volume Two
Open Road Media Nine novels—including The Changeling—from the threetime Newbery Honor author who “led young readers into the wondrous
terrain between fantasy and reality” (The Washington Post). Blending
realism and fantasy, Zilpha Keatley Snyder was a master at drawing young
readers into mesmerizing worlds. Collected in one volume, here are nine of
her most memorable and beloved novels. One of her best-known books, the
Christopher Medal winner The Changeling, follows an unusual friendship
between two suburban girls, one of whom may have supernatural abilities.
Snyder’s debut novel, Season of Ponies, is a mystical fairy tale about a girl,
a magic amulet, and one unforgettable summer. Take a journey through
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such extraordinary settings as a rumor-haunted valley in The Ghosts of
Stone Hollow and a possessed department store in Eyes in the Fishbowl.
Meet a girl who spies on a neighboring family to overcome her own grief in
Spyhole Secrets and another who discovers she has inherited psychic
power in The Magic Nation Thing. With stories and characters that continue
to endure, Zilpha Keatley Snyder is one of the most revered ﬁgures in
children’s literature. This ebook includes The Changeling, Black and Blue
Magic, Season of Ponies, The Ghosts of Stone Hollow, Spyhole Secrets, The
Birds of Summer, The Magic Nation Thing, Eyes in the Fishbowl, and The
Unseen.

Everything She's Ever Wanted
Harlequin MEMO TO SELF: SECOND CHANCES ARE FOR THOSE BRAVE
ENOUGH TO SEIZE THEM. Since the betrayal that had upended her life,
Breena Quinlan hid. Hid her feelings in the pages of a journal. Hid her body
beneath baggy clothes. Hid in an out-of-the-way Oregon town. But Seth
Tucker found the woman within. His every look, his merest touch told her
that he wanted her. Everything about him, especially the way he tried so
desperately to be a good dad to his daughter, screamed that he could be
trusted. So Breena took the plunge and shared his address, then shared his
bed. That had been easy. Sharing her secret required a leap of faith.

Three Amazing Things About You
A touching novel about love,
heartbreak and new beginnings
Review A touching romantic novel about a young woman whose time is
running out - a Sunday Times bestseller. Not to be missed by readers of
Lucy Diamond and Jenny Colgan. Jill Mansell's enchanting new novel will
drive readers to seize life with both hands and make the most of every
minute... Hallie has a secret. She's in love. He's perfect for her in every
way, but he's seriously out of bounds. And her friends aren't going to help
her because what they do know is that Hallie doesn't have long to live.
Time is running out... Flo has a dilemma. She really likes Zander. But his
scary sister won't be even faintly amused if she thinks Zander and Flo are
becoming friends - let alone anything more. Tasha has a problem. Her new
boyfriend is the adventurous type. And she's afraid one of his adventures
will go badly wrong. THREE AMAZING THINGS ABOUT YOU begins as Hallie
goes on a journey. A donor has been found and she's about to be given new
lungs. But whose? What readers are saying about Three Amazing Things
About You: 'I loved all the characters, and hated to leave their world. When
a book can make you smile, cry and laugh, you know it's a winner'
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Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'I adored every single page and every single
feeling this story evoked in me. Beautifully researched, beautifully told and
expressed and I want to read it again and again' Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars 'A wonderful tale of friendship, love, loss and the miracles of life.
Such a rich tapestry of characters beautifully bought together' Amazon
reviewer, 5 stars

The Telling (Seasons of Grace Book
#3)
Bethany House The anticipation of a homecoming, a chance to set things
right... Yet will "the telling" cause further pain? Accompanied by her new
English friend, Grace Byler has left Bird-in-Hand to search for her mother in
Ohio. But what if Lettie refuses to be found? Meanwhile, Lettie continues
her private quest to ﬁnd the missing piece of her life, though she is
increasingly torn between the family she left behind and yearning for her
long-lost child. Will mother and daughter ﬁnd the answers they seek? The
Powerful Series Conclusion From New York Times Best-Selling Author
Beverly Lewis "No one does Amish-based inspirationals better than Lewis."
Booklist

Raiders of Spanish Peaks
DigiCat DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "Raiders
of Spanish Peaks" by Zane Grey. DigiCat Publishing considers every written
word to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format. The books are
available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work
with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature.

Truman Capote
In which Various Friends, Enemies,
Acquaintances, and Detractors
Recall His Turbulent Career
Anchor Katherine Graham, Lauren Bacall, Gore Vidal, John Huston, and
many other familiars of the writer follow his life and career, from his
Southern childhood to his precipitate decline
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To Protect His Own
Harlequin Tragedy brought them together All Alex wanted was to be left
alone on his new ranch so he could have a second chance with his
daughter, Hallie—to make a better life for them, far away from the city and
the senseless shooting that had changed everything. But he can't turn his
back on his neighbor Caitlin Kramer, a woman struggling to recover from
her own shattered past. It hardly seems possible that any good can come
from so much bad. But for Hallie and for themselves, Alex and Caitlin have
to try.

Animal Tales
Light Technology Publishing In this book we learn from nature's best
teachers, the animals, who share with us their special tools for living. From
building a community with Arnold Ant to singing at the Moon with Wesley
Wolf, these endearing characters will provide memorable lessons about
unconditional love, community, patience and change.

What I Like About You
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers Can a love triangle have only
two people in it? Online, it can…but in the real world, its more complicated.
In this debut novel that’s perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Morgan Matson,
Marisa Kanter hilariously and poignantly explores what happens when
internet friends turn into IRL crushes. Is it still a love triangle if there are
only two people in it? There are a million things that Halle Levitt likes
about her online best friend, Nash. He’s an incredibly talented graphic
novelist. He loves books almost as much as she does. And she never has to
deal with the awkwardness of seeing him in real life. They can talk about
anything… Except who she really is. Because online, Halle isn’t Halle—she’s
Kels, the enigmatically cool creator of One True Pastry, a YA book blog that
pairs epic custom cupcakes with covers and reviews. Kels has everything
Halle doesn’t: friends, a growing platform, tons of conﬁdence, and Nash.
That is, until Halle arrives to spend senior year in Gramps’s small town and
ﬁnds herself face-to-face with real, human, not-behind-a-screen Nash.
Nash, who is somehow everywhere she goes—in her classes, at the bakery,
even at synagogue. Nash who has no idea she’s actually Kels. If Halle tells
him who she is, it will ruin the non-awkward magic of their digital
friendship. Not telling him though, means it can never be anything more.
Because while she starts to fall for Nash as Halle…he’s in love with Kels.
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Broken Hearts, Fences, and Other
Things to Mend, Chapters 1-5
Feiwel & Friends Download the ﬁrst ﬁve chapters of BROKEN HEARTS,
FENCES, AND OTHER THINGS TO MEND, the ﬁrst book in the Broken Hearts
and Revenge series by Katie Finn. Gemma had her summer all planned out,
but it takes a sharp turn when she gets dumped and ﬁnds herself back in
the Hamptons after a ﬁve-year absence. Being there puts her at risk of
bumping into Hallie, her former best friend (that is, before Gemma ruined
her life). But people don't hold grudges forever. Do they? Gemma intends
on making amends, but a small case of mistaken identity causes the people
she knew years ago—including Hallie and her dreamy brother Josh—to
believe she's someone else. As though the summer wasn't complicated
enough already. Can Gemma keep up the charade? Or will she be found out
by the very people she'd been hiding from?

Night Storm
Harper Collins Dear Reader, You met Alec Carrick in Night Fire. He returns
full force-and believe me, this man's got force--in Night Storm, the third
novel of the Night Trilogy which I wrote in the Fall of 1988. The Paxtons are
shipbuilders in Baltimore. Alec Carrick is an English nobleman who wants
to buy them out. Genny Paxton isn't at all what she seems. She dresses
like "Eugene" and wants to build her own sailing ships without male
interference. Alec, a man of great insight, knows exactly what lies beneath
those britches. He gets Genny's goat more times than she can count. This
is a love story ﬁlled with wit, humor, and outrageous circumstance. It's got
more unexpected spins than a roulette wheel. Then there's ﬁve-year-old
Hallie, Alec's daughter, a charmer who will take hold of your heart and
never let go. Do enjoy Alec and Genny--and let me know which of the
novels in the Night Trilogy you like best.

Beginner's Luck
Hallie Palmer Sixteen-year-old Hallie Palmer answers an ad for a "yard
person" to make enough money to buy a car, a job that brings her into the
eccentric orbit of the Stockton family, who teach her a lesson in
acceptance and being yourself.
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